Monteserrat Friedrich – Mexico City 2013-14 Student Contact

Contact information
Email: montserratfriedrich@gmail.com
Phone US: (202) 4222608 (since I am in the Verizon North America plan, people can call me
from the US dialing directly this number or just adding 1 in the front.)
Phone Mexico: 044 55 12 97 44 95 (cell) 01 597 976 7073 (home)
Personal information
1984
1984-1986
1986-1992
1992-1999
1999-2013
2013-Present
Future?

Biology, University of Barcelona, Spain
Lab. Technician, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA
Homemaker
Apostolate for Family Consecration, Head of Spanish Department, OH
Mundo Familiar AC (supports low income families), Director, Atlautla,
Mexico.
AMI elementary course with Greg MacDonald, Mexico DF, Mexico
Start Montessori Elementary School for low income families/assist
parents raise their Children according to the Montessori philosophy

Course Testimony:
I am filled with hope and, at the same time, responsibility while taking this life changing
Montessori training course with Greg MacDonald. His teaching style is clear, organized,
thorough, faithful to Montessori (in content and method), very deep and a lot of fun.
What I like best is the great respect he inspires in you for the Child. Every week he opens
windows in my mind and in my heart that help me see the misunderstood personality of the
Child, and how it can be healed with the correct Montessori approach.
Greg has a great gift to systematize and clearly explain quite complex concepts of the
Montessori Philosophy, making everything connect and bringing it to the day to day life in the
classroom, and also to show how to present the whole elementary curriculum with hundreds of
simple, to the point, fun, somehow magical and very inspiring and easy to incite the Children,
presentations (or games, as he calls them). Thanks to his many years of practical experience he
can always answer our many questions with very concrete responses -and great tips.

I do hope many more people take up the challenge of this course to be able to assist so many
more Children that are waiting to be finally understood and loved and guided the right way
(according to their awesome nature).
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you would like to know more details about the course.
Sincerely, your fellow Montessorian,
Montserrat

